INTRODUCTION
More and more enterprises are migrating at least a
portion of their workloads to the cloud in order to obtain
the flexibility and agility that is difficult to achieve in onpremise data centers, without overspending on the
required capacity and service.
However, despite a huge portfolio of out-of-the-box
application and infrastructure services from public cloud
providers that can accelerate the development of
scalable and reliable applications….

Transition to the cloud is far from easy.

Cloud migration can take months and years to shift or refactor existing applications, pushing out
thousands of changes triggering stability, compliance and security risks. Throughout the entire
migration, organizations require accurate knowledge of the existing systems and environments, new
type of controls to replace traditional ITSM processes that become irrelevant in the cloud, and complete
change awareness to manage extremely dynamic cloud environments co-existing with brownfield and
legacy systems.
Traditional processes and tools become ineffective and even irrelevant in the cloud. At the same time
best practices and tools currently shared by cloud providers, technology vendors and consultancies
focus on change automation but do not drive sufficient visibility and, particularly, change awareness
required to effectively plan and protect stability, compliance and security of the enterprise cloud
environments.
Automated control and analysis of actual changes is critical to effectively plan migration, avoid errors
during the cloud migration process, identify true root causes, and ensure compliance and security
across the hybrid enterprise environments.
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4 STEPS
TO BUILDING AN ENTERPRISE
CLOUD MIGRATION STRATEGY
A smooth transition to the cloud starts with building a thorough cloud migration strategy.
Specialists identify five key steps in building any cloud migration initiative:

Building an effective cloud migration strategy is critical to ensuring a smooth transition that does not
cause any downtime, performance issues, loss of data, or security breaches.
Before starting your cloud journey, it’s important to identify your target business objectives & develop a
high-level business case. You should be able to answer questions like will migration be executed
incrementally? Will external consultants be involved to augment missing skills? Will a separate team be
created to handle migration? Single cloud or multi-cloud migration?

STEP ONE
Application Discovery & Assessment
To start, you need an inventory of all servers, the technologies running on these servers & application
dependencies between these technology components. Then, each server, application & application
data entity needs to be evaluated in terms of its cloud readiness, value and complexity of migration, and
its suitable migration approach. Based on the discovered information and assessment results, your
principal cloud architecture and detailed migration plan need to be developed.

STEP TWO
The Migration Factory
Set up your cloud infrastructure and migrate your applications to the new environments. Then, the
whole setup must be tested, and production cutover executed according to the designs developed in
the previous phase and refined during migration execution.

STEP THREE
Operation
Once an application is migrated it should be operated according to the target formal or informal service
and performance objectives.

STEP FOUR
Improvement
In many cases, initial migration does not fully leverage all the native capabilities & benefits of the cloud.
Therefore, initial migration is followed by continuously improving & re-architecting migrated systems
and their operations to take advantage of all cloud native features.
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The 3 CLOUD MIGRATION
APPROACHES
While building a cloud migration strategy, enterprises need to weigh the benefits versus risks and
choose one of these three migration approaches, depending on the architecture, technologies,
complexity, and dependencies of the migrated systems:

1 LIFT & SHIFT
This approach is best for migrating applications to the cloud including associated application data
with minimal or no changes. Applications are transitioned from an on-premise data center as-is to
the cloud, which is essentially a new hosting environment for the applications.
This approach allows enterprises to benefit from infrastructure-as-a-service provided by the
cloud, without requiring any major investment into application refactoring.

2 REPLATFORMING
This approach involves some cloud-enabled optimizations without changing the core architecture
of an application.
For example, databases can be migrated to a service like AWS RDS to minimize database
management efforts, or an application can be migrated to a fully managed deployment service
like AWS Elastic Beanstalk avoiding management and configuration of infrastructure resources.

3 REFACTORING
This approach involves re-thinking how an application is architected and developed, using cloudnative capabilities. While this approach is more challenging and even riskier than others, it is
typically driven by a strong business need to add features, scale or performance that would
otherwise be difficult to achieve in the application’s existing environment.

Most enterprises mix these methods based on the business requirements, criticality of applications and
available resources. Today’s enterprises run hundreds and even thousands of business applications.
Thus, it can take years to refactor all of them, and refactoring does not necessarily generate major
benefits for every application. At the same time, while lift and shift can be done on scale allowing an
organization to benefit from the cloud in the short term, there are shortcomings in the lift and shift
approach too. It does not allow to fully benefit from the flexibility and agility offered by the cloud and
can easily cause overspend driven by high utilization of the cloud resources.
Decisions on which method is best needs to be carefully evaluated for each of the applications
individually.
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KEY CHALLENGES OF
CLOUD MIGRATION
Planning and executing migration, IT organizations frequently focus on tools and technologies that
either move application artifacts from one environment to another, such as vMotion, or serve as a
platform for refactoring, such as Spring Boot microservices framework. However, even while utilizing
such tools, the key migration challenges are often ignored, causing a delayed or even failed migration.

FULL AWARENESS OF IT TECHNOLOGY AND PROCESSES
Migration requires accurate knowledge of the existing
systems, environments and operations processes.
Awareness of all technology components comprising each application and its underlying infrastructure
is critical to make the best decision for the applications’ migration choice and method. When choosing
the configuration of application infrastructures in the cloud, enterprises should take into account existing
configuration in the on-premise data center to ensure continuity of each applications’ operation after
migration.
For example, if you have dozens of Windows configurations in your legacy environment, you need to
decide on a few at most to set up in the new cloud environment. Otherwise, you will just retain the same
operational challenges experienced in the legacy environment and diminish the benefits of the cloud.
However, as no existing CMDB or CMS platforms can provide sufficient granular configuration details for
accurate benchmarking and analysis of the migrated configuration, choosing right configuration options
in the cloud can be a challenge.
Selected migration tools and methods might require various pre-requisites related to the configuration
of the migrated systems and environments. Configuration awareness is essential to timely validate the
pre-requisites maintaining pace of migration.
In addition, you need to be aware of the existing operations processes supporting the target systems.
For example, how frequently are the systems changed? Are the changes implemented manually or
automatically? Answers just to these few questions will affect migration approach, migration timeline,
required preparations, and tools to be used in the migration and future operation.

END-TO-END DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION
Cloud introduces extensive dynamic configuration that
should be identified, tracked and managed together with the
existing application and infrastructure configuration.
While migrating to infrastructure-as-a-service or platform-as-a-service in the cloud is supposed to
reduce the amount of administration and support for these layers, the cloud also introduces extensive
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dynamic configuration to address a variety of requirements customers and the applications they run
might have for the cloud infrastructure and services.
For example, think about AWS account configuration, which has a critical impact on accessibility and
security of your cloud environment in AWS. This AWS configuration should be discovered, tracked and
managed together with the configuration of existing applications and application infrastructure.

CHANGES IN IT PROCESSES
IT processes change when moving to the cloud and these
changes need to be adopted by the process participants.
Some processes can apply both to legacy and cloud environments, for example, incident and problem
management. However, the question is how mature or automated are these processes prior to the cloud
migration? And if they are not, can they be changed in the cloud environment only, leaving the
remaining legacy environment being operated an old way?
In most cases, the answer will be no, as these processes can cross the boundaries of the cloud.
For example, what happens if you are investigating an issue impacting a customer facing digital
business process engaging both the cloud and legacy components? You cannot get stuck in the
investigation and recovery just because your legacy team manually connects to each server to
understand if there are any configuration differences manually introduced on these servers over the last
few days.
So, processes need to change but process changes cannot be adopted by management request and
training only. There should be some “soft” or “hard’ process enforcement depending on the
organization’s culture and approach.

HEAVY ITIL CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS
Traditional ITIL change management process is limited in the
agile cloud environment, particularly when an organization
moves to a shared responsibility model.
As soon as you migrate to cloud native applications and start to use key cloud capabilities like automatic
resource provisioning, elasticity, self-healing, or operations as code, traditional ITIL change management
processes will become too heavy and slow in your new environment, impeding agility introduced by the
cloud. However, giving up on change controls is not an option for an enterprise due to the operational
risks associated with changes and compliance requirements.
IT organizations in regulated industries especially, need to continue fulfilling compliance requirements
when moving to the cloud. Regulators assign ultimate responsibility for the compliance to the
enterprises even if they outsource any technology or process components. Most of the regulations
require organizations to establish tight internal change control procedures ensuring no unauthorized
changes. This means a requirement to track all the actual changes across the entire environment,
whether they are executed automatically or manually in legacy, “brownfield” and “greenfield” systems,
with the ability to correlate the detected changes to existing processes and tools.
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CO-EXISTING LEGACY & CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS
Migration can rarely be done at once.
Typically, when an enterprise migrates to cloud, legacy systems will co-exist with the cloud
environments for some time, and both need to be managed and aligned during this time. A common
example is the migration of digital consumer channels to the cloud, while back-office systems stay in
on-premise data centers.
At the same time, transitioning to modern automated processes is typically incremental as well. It can be
quite challenging and even risky to transition all of the environments and teams supporting them to a
new process at once. This means again that legacy and modern operations processes need to be
integrated and aligned to collaborate effectively, as any operational issue in a hybrid environment might
simultaneously involve both process types.

MAINTAINING CLOUD SECURITY
Misconfigurations are frequent in the cloud causing huge
risks to cloud security.
Misconfigurations can lead to data leakage and loss, or unauthorized access to protected network areas
and application services. A lack of change controls can have a disastrous impact as illustrated by
massive security breaches in CapitalOne and Experian not so long ago.
The McAfee Cloud Adoption and Risk Report 2019 revealed that the average organization has 2,200
individual IaaS misconfiguration incidents in the cloud.
Even “lift-and shift” migration requires careful design of security architecture in the target cloud
environments. The architecture needs to be translated into standards and policies that can be reliably
maintained.
The dynamic nature of the cloud and agile change and operations processes supporting the cloud make
it particularly difficult to manage configurations against the defined policies. Another complication can
arise if the enterprise pursues a multi-cloud strategy. Each cloud has its own security features and
capabilities that need to be accounted for when building security controls and management processes.

CLOUD SKILLS SHORTAGE
Lack of cloud related skills in the market.
The lack of cloud related skills can easily delay cloud migration and even fail it. According to the O’Reily
Radar Analysis 2019, nearly 50% of surveyed IT organizations cited lack of skills as the top challenge
their organizations face in adopting cloud native infrastructure.
Given that the industry is both new and rapidly evolving, engineers struggle to keep up to date on new
tools and technologies. Organizations bring in external expertise to drive cloud migration, but they are
not sufficient to fully own migration and ongoing cloud operations. Existing staff needs to acquire new
skills and learn new processes to understand the cloud environment.
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SHARING IT RESPONSIBILITIES
Transforming traditionally centralized IT organizations to a
federated IT model based on shared responsibilities, is
difficult, but critical to leveraging cloud benefits.
While organizations expect to increase their agility, flexibility and scalability when migrating to the cloud,
leveraging these benefits requires IT to implement self-service and distribute responsibilities to
application and business teams enabling their agility.
Waiting days for allocation of a VM is not an option in the cloud. However, at the same time, complete
independence of each team can create major inefficiencies if every team chooses a different
technology platform or scales up their infrastructure beyond required capacity.
In addition, there are certain areas of responsibility that still need to be controlled centrally, like for
example, security. In this case, central IT should relinquish some of its responsibilities in the cloud to
individual application teams, but should still maintain some critical responsibilities like architecture,
governance and security. It is quite challenging for enterprises to maintain the right balance and to drive
effective cooperation in this federated, shared responsibilities IT model.

MULTI-CLOUD STRATEGY ADDS COMPLEXITY
While multi-cloud strategy is used by most of enterprises
migrating to the cloud, it adds significant complexity and
substantial integration efforts to an already challenging
cloud migration initiative.
According to Forrester Research, more than 8 out of 10 corporations now run multiple cloud solutions.
The reasons range from operational resilience and cost benefits, to specific capabilities delivered by
each cloud provider and a concern to become locked by one set of solutions.
While a multi-cloud strategy can present valuable benefits, it can also come with a whole new set of
challenges. Each cloud has its own technology platform and set of management tools, and requires
specific knowledge, expertise and skills to implement and operate its services. This adds significant
complexity to an already challenging cloud migration initiative and requires additional integration efforts
to effectively implement and manage multi-cloud environments.

MAINTAINING OPERATIONAL RESILIENCE
Adjustment of operational resilience procedures and
technologies requires thorough testing that can be both time
consuming and risky.
One key benefit of migrating to the cloud is improved operational resilience. While cloud providers take
responsibility for the infrastructure resilience, overall operational resilience of the business processes is
a shared responsibility. This means that resilience plans, procedures and technologies should be
adjusted to work in the cloud environment and extended to leverage its benefits. This requires thorough
testing that can be quite expensive in terms of time and effort.
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CHANGE CONTROL &
ANALYTICS FOR THE
ENTERPRISE CLOUD
Evolven provides unique capabilities helping to accelerate cloud migration, address the key migration
challenges, increase efficiency of the migration process, and mitigate stability, security and compliance
risks, including:
•
•
•
•

Detection of actual granular changes across the entire enterprise cloud from physical and
virtual data centers to private and public clouds, from application down to the infrastructure.
Integration with existing enterprise cloud processes and tools to provide a cohesive picture
of the cloud operations from planned activities, to resulting actual changes and their impact.
Correlation of detected actual changes with performance and availability issues to guide
operators to a true root cause of these issues, which is most frequently some kind of change.
Patented analytics engine based on machine learning that calculates risk of each detected
granular change estimating likelihood of the change to cause any stability, compliance or
security issues. Evolven analyzes both changes over time and differences across
environments.

The combination of end-to-end actual change detection, automatic correlation and risk analysis ensures
that Evolven points its users to information that matters the most for management of environment
stability, compliance and security.
Utilizing Evolven from cloud migration planning to ongoing cloud operations allows enterprises to
effectively address every key migration challenge:

CHALLENGE

FULL AWARENESS
OF IT TECHNOLOGY
& PROCESSES

END-TO-END
DYNAMIC
CONFIGURATION

SOLVE

Evolven automatically collects granular up-to-date configuration
information across the entire environment from legacy to the cloud.
It tracks granular actual changes across the enterprise cloud and
correlates them with the existing processes providing visibility into the
outcome of each process.

Evolven provides near real time visibility into the actual granular state of
dynamic configuration and all the relevant configuration changes from
application to infrastructure, from on-premise environments to public
cloud.
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CHANGES IN IT
PROCESSES

HEAVY ITIL CHANGE
MANAGEMENT
PROCESS

Evolven automatically detects manual changes or other types of
changes not following agreed automated processes.
Exposing these types of process deviations drives employees to
embrace a target process.
Evolven automatically detects all relevant granular code, configuration
and data changes in application, application infrastructure and cloud
platform, delivering an accurate and extensive change audit trail without
impeding an organization’s agility.
Evolven also automatically estimates the risk of each detected change,
highlighting high risk changes and validating actual changes against
organizational standards and compliance policies.
In addition, Evolven allows to define configuration policies to ensure that
changes comply with internal and external regulations.

CO-EXISITING
LEGACY & CLOUD
ENVIRONMENTS

Evolven ensures that teams and individuals supporting legacy and cloud
systems share the same view of changes and differences across the
entire environment, including full visibility across the entire enterprise
cloud.

Evolven automatically estimates likelihood that actual configuration
changes will cause security issues. It ensures consistency of
configuration and its alignment to “golden configuration baselines”
MAINTAINING CLOUD
across environments, including multi-cloud.
SECURITY
With Evolven, you can define configuration policies to ensure that
changes do not violate the security standards of the enterprise.

CLOUD SKILLS
SHORTAGE

SHARING IT
RESPONSIBILITIES

Evolven provides a single pane of glass into actual granular
configuration and changes across legacy and cloud environments,
helping to address a lack of cloud related skills among the existing IT
staff.
A single tool providing a complete view into all the components of the
enterprise cloud environment simplifies their job, while at the same time,
machine learning based analytics highlighting risky changes,
configuration anomalies and process breaks, ensures that even less
experienced staff can avoid and rapidly resolve high priority issues.
Evolven increases confidence of the central IT team allowing them to
control changes across entire environments without disrupting
processes of individual application and DevOps teams.
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MULTI-CLOUD
STRATEGY ADDS
COMPLEXITY

Evolven provides a complete view into configurations and changes in
each of the clouds. It compares configuration of systems deployed in
different clouds ensuring that the system configuration, cloud platform
configuration and capacity of underlying cloud services remains
consistent even if different deployment methods and tools are used to
execute changes in each of the clouds.
Evolven can also verify configuration of systems and cloud platforms
across multi-cloud against common organizational standards and
compliance policies.
Evolven allows teams to compare multiple environments, ensuring that
configuration of failover environments is aligned with production.

MAINTAINING
OPERATIONAL
RESILIENCE

Using information provided by Evolven about deployed actual changes,
testing teams can accurately focus their efforts on validating the
introduced changes.
With Evolven’s ability to provide detailed audit trail of actual changes,
DevOps and SRE teams can verify outcomes of new or updated
automated actions essential for operational resilience.
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THE CLOUD MIGRATION
JOURNEY
The unique capabilities of Evolven to detect actual granular changes, automatically analyze their risk
and correlate the changes with known issues help application teams, DevOps, SRE, and cloud
operations teams through every step of cloud migration journey.

STEP ONE
Application Discovery & Assessment
Granular configuration discovery and configuration analytics
Evolven automatically collects granular up-to-date configuration information across the entire
environment to create an inventory and configuration repository. Evolven integrates with various
application dependency mapping tools and discovery tools to enrich their results with in-depth
configuration information necessary to assess application complexity, migration scope and migration
pre-requisites.
With Evolven’s analytics engine, you can benchmark all of this information to produce an accurate view
of the types of infrastructure configuration in your traditional environment and standardize your cloud
configuration.
You can query and search across your Evolven configuration repository to find necessary answers for
the migration decisions, and to ensure that migration pre-requisites are in place.

STEP TWO
The Migration Factory
Visibility into code, configuration and data changes across the enterprise cloud throughout the
entire change lifecycle
A single pane of glass into actual granular configuration and changes across legacy and cloud
environments provided by Evolven reduces administration efforts and enables zero-touch
environments. This is particularly important when addressing common lack of cloud related skills
among the existing IT staff.
Infrastructure and applications changes caused by migration introduce new stability, compliance and
security risks, especially when applications and delivery processes are refactored. Knowledge of exact
configuration and actual changes across the applications lifecycle helps developers, test engineers and
SRE teams to effectively scope their validation efforts, rapidly investigate test failures, effectively
coordinate delivery activities and verify their outcome, ensure adherence to standards and share best
configuration practices across the teams.
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Alignment of legacy and cloud environments
During operation, by preventing change-related issues in legacy environments, Evolven allows IT
organizations to spend more time and resources on cloud migration. Ensuring that every team
supporting legacy and cloud systems share the same view of changes and differences across the entire
environment, Evolven leads to more efficient cooperation in deployment management, issue resolution
and prevention when there is a dependency between cloud applications and legacy systems.
Verification of migration results against the source workload
Evolven allows to compare application content and configuration in the cloud after migration with its
historical setup in on-premise data centers. It automatically excludes expected differences and
highlights the ones that can lead to stability and performance issues. This is particularly helpful when
the lift-and-shift or replatforming migration approaches are followed.
Compare and capture configuration for performance tuning
There are two important questions that pop up in almost every tuning exercise. This environment seems
to be performing better than that environment, so what is difference between these environments? And
the second question - so what exactly did we change in the environment throughout the tuning exercise
to get to the target performance?
Evolven helps to answer both questions by capturing granular configuration across end-to-end
environments, comparing configuration across environments and technology components, tracking
granular changes executed as part of the tuning exercise, and verifying that these changes were
consistently applied later in production.
Monitoring actual progress of cloud migration
Evolven continuously discovers and tracks end-to-end configuration of applications, application
infrastructure, on-premise infrastructure, and cloud services, reporting the new components deployed
and configured in each of the cloud environments as they transition from lower environments to
production, and applications and hosts decommissioned in the legacy environment.
These reports provide an accurate picture of the actual cloud migration progress and its outcomes.
Ensuring consistency across multi-cloud environments
When using multiple cloud environments, organizational configuration standards, practices and
compliance policies should be translated for each cloud platform into a set of platform specific
requirements. Automatically comparing configuration across multiple clouds, Evolven ensures
environment consistency even if different deployment methods and tools are used to execute changes
in each of the clouds.
Collecting a central repository of granular configuration information, Evolven verifies configuration of the
systems and cloud platforms against organizational standards and compliance policies across multicloud.
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STEP THREE
Operation
Automated change control.
Transition to the cloud leads to increased agility and flexibility that is not supported well by traditional,
ITIL-based change management processes. However, change controls are still critical to mitigate
stability, compliance and security risks, as well as impact assessment, risk evaluation, audit trail,
organization’s configurations standards and policies.
Evolven’s automated detection of actual changes, risk analysis and policy-based configuration
validation provide automated controls that support pace and dynamics of the cloud without any
overhead or impediments to agility of delivery and operations processes.
Validation of workload compliance to standards
Evolven allows to verify compliance of the end-to-end environment configuration (application,
application data, application infrastructure, and cloud platform) against organizational standards
essential for maintaining stability, compliance and security, defining flexible rules for desired type, range
and values of configuration parameters. Evolven will continuously validate collected environment
configurations and detected changes against the established policies, highlighting those that violate
them.
Driving new processes and automating operations
Evolven integrates with existing processes and tools ensuring that relevant change and configuration
information is available whenever needed for issue investigation, automated rollbacks, compliance
management and more. It detects changes that do not follow agreed processes ensuring that traditional
IT and agile automated processes are executed accurately and efficiently.
This helps organizations to mature their processes, first when getting ready for the cloud migration and
then to keep alignment across the entire enterprise cloud
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EVOLVEN BENEFITS FOR
CLOUD MIGRATION
Using Evolven to support each step of the cloud migration journey and ongoing cloud operations,
leading enterprises across the world successfully transition critical workloads to the cloud, by:

✔

Proactively addressing common challenges and pitfalls of the cloud migration process

✔

Reducing stability, security and compliance risks introduced by application, platform and
process changes while accelerating cloud migration process

✔

Increasing efficiency of the migration process through access to extensive configuration
information essential for migration planning and execution

✔

Driving adoption of the new technology and processes by sharing a single pane of glass into
the entire enterprise cloud configuration and changes

✔

Introducing controls in a dynamic, automated environment without any overhead or impact on
the speed of agile processes
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ABOUT EVOLVEN
Change propels businesses forward but is also the primary source of errors that disrupt the services our
businesses rely on.
Evolven’s AI-Powered Change Control & Analytics technology is helping ITOps, DevOps and SRE teams
reduce the risk of stability, compliance & security issues stemming from changes. Evolven lets you
finally know all actual changes carried out in your environment and uses machine learning to detect and
prioritize the riskiest changes, resulting in fewer incidents, faster MTTR and improved productivity.
Evolven is a recognized leader in Artificial Intelligence for IT Operations (AIOps) and was selected by
Gartner as a Cool Vendor in IT Operations. Evolven is also the winner of the Red Herring Top 100 North
America, TiE 50 Top Startup, 20 Most Promising Data Center Solution Providers, Banking CIO Outlook,
and IDC Innovator of the Year awards.
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